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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a piling appa-
ratus and a process for installation of the pile assembly
which can be used in the reinforcement of weak grounds,
laying the foundations for the structures having different
loads from low to high such as low buildings, skyscrapers,
plants, bridges, seaports, airports, etc. The piling appa-
ratus and the process of installation of the pile assembly
will provide a piling comprising at least two sections of
material, which have been inserted into the earth sepa-
rately, wherein, the first section of material is partially
disposed inside the walled pipe, the material sections
other than the first ones are pressed inside the walled
pipe against the ground, using the friction between the
walled pipe and the ground as a counterpoise. The term
"pile" as used herein should be understood as a kind of
material or a combination of at least two kinds of material,
which are mechanically connected to each other, being
overally disposed vertically, obliquely, or horizontally and
being mechanically connected to the ground. Such ap-
paratus is generally known from RU 221 224 99 C2.

Background of the invention

[0002] Laying the foundations of the structures in prin-
cipal, means installation into the earth one or more kinds
of different substances and/or materials in order to sup-
plement or replace the existing soil, which itself does not
satisfy the loading requirements for such structures. The
substances and materials can react with or connect with
the ground mechanically, chemically or both.
[0003] The introduction of the material into the earth
depends on the technique which can be performed by
the piling apparatus without replacing the ground, such
as methods of piling or pressing the materials, or with
replacing the ground such as drilling, scrapping, digging,
etc.. In both two cases, the replacement and the addition
of the ground is always carried out by the assistance of
the external forces, originated from diesel, petroleum or
electric engines and therefore a counterbalance is al-
ways required to balance those forces. The counterbal-
ance may be the apparatus’ weight, the loads on it, or
the friction with the ground. Those processes always re-
sult in a certain mechanical output, represented by the
ratio of the minimum required energy to the actual energy
of the specific apparatus and/or technique employed.
When using those processes, one should consider those
factors such as environmental influence, the complicat-
edness of the operation, the stability of quality, cost-ef-
fectiveness, etc.
[0004] Among the currently existing technologies that
have been used for pressing a certain material against
the ground, such as kinds of concrete piles, stainless
steel, wooden, loose material such as sand, stone, soft
material such as plastic pipe, absorbable rush, one of

the popular methods is to use a counterbalance, usually
the device’s weight or the concrete blocks in order to
balance the pressing force, the method has the following
disadvantages:

- It requires a certain counterbalance as huge con-
crete blocks and therefore the transportation cost is
large.

- It requires an appropriate construction site so that
counterbalance blocks have not sunk or slanted.

- In many cases, the construction site’s limitations
such as the proximity to housing areas, weak
ground-base, offshore construction or size limita-
tions of counterbalance resulted in the impossible
construction.

- The pressing material directly against the ground oc-
cupies the construction area and therefore may risk
the base and foundation of the neighbourhood’s
structures.

- The use of a single unique material from top to the
bottom shall limit the effectiveness of different kinds
of material.

[0005] The followings are some popular applications
of foundation pilings of the engineering and constructions
structures:

1. Filling-drilling piles

[0006] Filling-drilling piles are indepth foundations, are
currently widely used as foundations for structures such
as skyscrapers, bridges, seaports, plants, etc., and grad-
ually are replaced for other foundations such as driving
piles.
[0007] Filling-drilling piles are widely applied because
of the following advantages:

- The central load-bearing ability is high: as the filling-
drilling piles’ sizes are usually bigger than other piles,
the load-bearing ability of the filling-drilling piles may
be a several ten times higher than the load-bearing
ability of other piles.

- The construction with the filling-drilling piles is less
noisy, less vibrating, especially when compared with
driving piles.

- It is possible to drill into hard rock, where other kinds
of piles cannot be implemented.

[0008] However, besides the above advantages, the
filling-drilling piles also have some disadvantages as the
followings:

- The ability to control the quality is low.

- The cost is high.
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- It is environmentally polluted when using the com-
mon drilling methods with drilling solutions.

- It produces a large amount of waste dirts.

- It requires a huge amount of fresh concrete, resulting
in demands for the in-site fresh concrete supply as
well as the control of the concrete quality.

2. Pressing piles

[0009] Pressing piles are pre-cast piles composed of
different materials such as reinforced concrete, stainless
steel, wood, or a combination thereof.
[0010] Pressing piles are inserted based on the prin-
ciple of using certain required pressing force, together
with the necessary counterbalance formed by heavy
blocks or by anchoring to the ground, which presses on
one end of the pile or on the pile body.
[0011] The construction of pressing piles by pressing
has the following advantages:

- Cost-effective.

- No noise is produced.

- No pollution is produced.

[0012] However, the construction of pressing piles by
pressing also has the following disadvantages:

- The central load-bearing ability is low.

- The horizontal load-bearing ability is low.

- A large construction area is occupied. It is difficult to
insert piles at narrow angles or small construction
site.

- The pressing piles shall occupy some rooms under
the ground resulting in possible breakage or sink of
the neighbourhood’s structures when applying the
high-density pressing.

Summary of the invention

[0013] The objective of the invention is to provide a
piling apparatus for pile assembly to overcome the above
disadvantages of the known construction methods for
installation of pile assembly, in particular to provide an
apparatus to insert a walled pipe into the ground, then
using the friction of the walled pipe with the ground as a
counterpoise, pressing another material into the ground
via the interior of the walled pipe; and then link the
pressed material to the material partially disposed inside
the walled pipe. The resulting pile can be either partially
ground-replaced or non-ground-replaced pile.
[0014] Another objective of the invention is to provide

a process of installation of pile assembly to overcome
the above disadvantages of the known construction
methods for installation of pile assembly.
[0015] To achieve the above objectives, the piling ap-
paratus pile assembly according to the invention com-
prises at least one walled pipe, a clamping frame having
a clamping mechanism to link to the walled pipe which
has been inserted into the ground, pressing stand linked
to the clamping frame, pressing cylinders having one end
linked to the base of the pressing stand, the other end
linked to a holding clamp, the holding clamp serves to
clamp material tightly, and to press at least one material
to travel throughout the interior of the walled pipe by using
the friction between the walled pipe which has been in-
serted into the ground with the ground served as a coun-
terpoise, components of the apparatus are constructed
to press a pressing force against material, formed by
pressing cylinders applied to material by means of the
holding clamp, and a reactive force transferred via the
pressing stand, clamping mechanism, clamping frame to
the walled pipe and balanced by the friction between the
walled pipe and the ground.
[0016] In one aspect of the invention, the present piling
apparatus pile assembly has a walled pipe inserted into
the ground by pressing or driving.
[0017] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises the walled pipe in-
serted into the ground by vibrating in combination with
pressing.
[0018] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises the walled pipe in-
serted into the ground by rotating in combination with
pressing.
[0019] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises the walled pipe with
two open ends.
[0020] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises the walled pipe with
one closed end.
[0021] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises the walled pipe hav-
ing cross-section unchanged along its length.
[0022] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises the walled pipe hav-
ing cross-section changed along its length.
[0023] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises a pressing stand
fixed, perpendicular to the clamping frame.
[0024] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises a pressing stand sl-
idable on the clamping frame by means of pushing mech-
anisms so as to insert a plurality of walled pipes upon
one position of the clamping frame.
[0025] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises hydraulic cylinders
to adjust the angle of pressing stand, thereby to press
material in a desired direction.
[0026] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
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apparatus pile assembly comprises a holding clamp
clamping over the body of material by means of a wedg-
ing mechanism driven by hydraulic cylinders.
[0027] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises a holding clamp
clamping against the top of the material.
[0028] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises material over which
the holding clamp directly clamps being solid such as
pre-cast concrete piles, shaped stainless steel piles,
wooden piles.
[0029] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises a holding clamp
clamping over one immediate force-transferred pipe so
as to transfer material being soft materials such as plas-
tics, fabrics or loose material such as sand, macadam,
and stone against the ground.
[0030] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises a clamping frame be-
ing elongated and thereby the centers of the walled pipes
are arranged on a straight line.
[0031] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises a clamping frame of
non-elongated shape and thereby the centers of the
walled pipes, in the case there are not less than three
walled pipes, are not arranged in a straight line.
[0032] In yet another aspect of the invention, the piling
apparatus pile assembly comprises at least one walled
pipe, a clamping frame having clamping mechanism to
link to the walled pipe which has been inserted into the
ground, a pressing stand linked to the clamping frame,
pressing cylinders having one end linked to the base of
the pressing stand, another end linked to a rotating end
clamping over the walled pipe and the holding clamp, the
rotating end clamping over the walled pipe having a
wedging mechanism rotated by a hydraulic engine and
a gear mechanism so as to produce a torque, tightly
clamping over the walled pipe with hydraulic cylinders,
with the holding clamp tightly clamping over the material,
so as to force at least one material to travel throughout
the interior of the walled pipe by using the friction between
the walled pipe which has been inserted into the ground
with the ground served as a counterpoise, components
of the apparatus are constructed to press a pressing force
against material, which has been formed by pressing cyl-
inders and can be transferred to material by means of
the holding clamp, and a reactive force transferred via
the pressing stand, the clamping mechanism, the clamp-
ing frame to the walled pipe and balanced by the friction
between the walled pipe and the ground.
[0033] The invention is further to provide an installation
process for pile assembly comprising the steps of:

inserting at least one walled pipe into the ground,
linking the walled pipes with the clamping frame of
the walled pipe in a manner that the material pressing
force is transferred via the components of the appa-
ratus to the walled pipe and balanced by the friction

between the walled pipe and the ground,
inserting the materials into the interior of the walled
pipe ,
pressing the materials to desired depth or calculated
force,
filling up the gap between the materials and the
walled pipe with loose materials.

[0034] In yet another aspect of the invention, in the
installation process for pile assembly the insertion of the
walled pipe is carried out by using an independent ap-
paratus such as driving hammer, pressing machine, vi-
brating hammer and use of the apparatus according to
any of claims from 1 to 33 for pressing the material.
[0035] In yet another aspect of the invention, in the
installation process for pile assembly the insertion of the
walled pipe is carried out by using the apparatus accord-
ing to any of claims from 1 to 33, by means of pressing
rotation.
[0036] In yet another aspect of the invention, in the
installation process for pile assembly the friction of one
walled pipe only is used to press at least one material to
travel throughout said walled pipe.
[0037] In yet another aspect of the invention, in the
installation process for pile assembly the friction of more
than one walled pipe is used to press at least one material
to travel throughout at least one of those walled pipes.
[0038] In yet another aspect of the invention, in the
installation process for pile assembly, the material filling
up the gap inside the walled pipe has been introduced
before pressing of the material.
[0039] In yet another aspect of the invention, in the
installation process for pile assembly the material filling
up the gap inside the walled pipe has been introduced
after pressing of the material.
[0040] The apparatus according to the present inven-
tion can install and/or insert a kind of pile assembly com-
bined from the filling-drilling and pressing piles, wherein
the friction between the walled pipe and the ground is
used in the insertion of the filling-drilling piles as a coun-
terpoise for insertion of the pressing piles, thereby to pro-
duce an effective installation process for pile assembly,
and excellent pilings regarding the load-bearing ability.
[0041] When compared with the currently existing piles
and piling apparatus, the piling apparatus of the invention
has the following advantages:

- The energy effectiveness is high due to the utilization
of the friction of the walled pipe when inserting the
first material as a counterpoise for pressing the sec-
ond material, thereby reducing the demand on the
external counterbalance such as loading blocks, the
weight of the apparatus, etc.

- The formation of the pile assembly from two or more
materials enables to optimize the working productiv-
ity, the ability to control the installation/insertion qual-
ity, the quality of the piling product, to control the
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expenses on each material along the piling length.

- The partial replacement of the ground has reduced
the requirements for stability of the ground during
the replacement, for the amount of the ground to be
replaced, for the amount of material to be introduced
into process.

[0042] More particularly, the laying of foundations by
using pile assembly are inserted by means of the appa-
ratus according to the invention has the following advan-
tages when compared with the known filling-drilling piles
and pressing piles:

- Higher energy effectiveness compared with the fill-
ing-drilling piles.

- The control of the quality of the installation is more
simple compared with the filling-drilling piles.

- Higher installation productivity compared with the fill-
ing-drilling piles.

- The load-bearing ability is more reliable compared
with the filling-drilling piles.

- Less waste dirt is produced compared with the filling-
drilling piles.

- The weight of the apparatus of the invention is less
than that of the piling apparatus for drilling the filling
piles, the arrangement for installation is simple.

- It is possible to produce the vertical load-bearing abil-
ity higher than that of the pressing piles, with the
same pressing force used.

- It is possible to produce the horizontal load-bearing
ability higher than that of the pressing piles.

- It is possible to use a much lighter counterbalance
compared with the pressing piles for the same press-
ing force used.

- Less construction and installation area is occupied
compared with the pressing piles.

- The installation according to the invention does not
affect the neighbourhood compared with the press-
ing piles. Therefore, there is no need to resolve the
influence on the neighbourhood foundations origi-
nated from the pressing.

- It is easier to install and/or insert the slanting piles
compared with the pressing piles and the filling piles.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0043]

Figure 1a is a perspective view of the apparatus ac-
cording to the invention wherein the walled pipe has
been inserted into the earth by means of another
apparatus.
Figure 1b is an exploded view of the pile 12 and the
holding clamp 18.
Figure 2a is an elevation view of the apparatus of
Figure 1a.
Figure 2b is an exploded view of the apparatus of
Figure 2a taken according to A-A in the direction of
the arrow such as of Figure 2a.
Figure 2c is a cross-section view of the apparatus of
Figure 1a.
Figure 3a is a perspective view of the apparatus ac-
cording to the invention wherein the walled pipe has
been inserted into the earth by the apparatus of the
invention.
Figure 3b is an exploded view of the pile 47 and the
holding clamp 53.
Figure 4a is an elevation view of the apparatus of
Figure 3a.
Figure 4b is an exploded view of the apparatus of
Figure 4a taken according to B-B in the direction of
the arrow such as of Figure 4a.
Figure 4c is a cross-section view of the features of
Figure 3a.
Figure 5 is a perspective view of the gear box 59
illustrating the structure of the rotating end clamping
over the walled pipe.
Figure 6a is a view illustrating the open walled pipe.
Figure 6b is a view illustrating the closed walled pipe.
Figure 7a is a view illustrating the case when the
pressing stand control cylinder is not used.
Figure 7b is a view illustrating the case when the
pressing stand control cylinder is used.
Figure 7c is a view illustrating the case when the
centers of the walled pipes are arranged on a straight
line.
Figure 7d is a view illustrating the case when the
centers of the walled pipes are arranged on a curve.
Figure 8a is a view illustrating an intermediate force
transferring pipe to press the fibre soft materials.
Figure 8b is a view illustrating an intermediate force
transferring pipe to press the particulate loose ma-
terials.

Detailed Description of the invention

[0044] According to the drawings from Figure 1a to Fig-
ure 2c, a piling apparatus pile assembly according to one
embodiment of the invention comprises a walled pipe 26
with two open ends (such as the walled pipe denoted as
26-1a of Figure 6a), or with one open end (such as the
walled pipe denoted as 26-1b with a sealing bottom 26-2b
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on Figure 6b). The walled pipe 26 having a circular cross-
section or borders of other shape, having a cross-section
regular or changed along its length has been inserted
into the earth by means of another apparatus, according
to the method using a driving hammer, a vibrating ham-
mer, pressing or a combination of rotating and pressing.
The walled pipes can be arranged with the centers of the
walled pipes on a straight line or a curve, the central axes
of the walled pipes are parallel or angled to each other,
such as on Figure 7 a, Figure 7b, Figure 7c, Figure 7d.
On Figure 7a, a pile (that will be described in more details
below) was denoted as 7-1a, a walled pipe was denoted
by the reference numeral 7-2a. On Figure 7b a pile (that
will be described in more details below) was denoted as
7-1 b, a walled pipe was denoted by the reference nu-
meral 7-2b. On Figure 7c a pile (that will be described in
more details below) was denoted as 7-1c, a walled pipe
was denoted by the reference numeral 7-2c. On Figure
7d a pile (that will be described in more details below)
was denoted as 7-1d, a walled pipe was denoted by the
reference numeral 7-2d.
[0045] The interior of the walled pipe 26 was emptied
by using the walled pipe with one open end, or in the
case of the walled pipe with two open ends by using of
the apparatus such as driller, pump, digging bucket to
remove the dirt from inside the walled pipe 26.
[0046] The pile 12 was precast by concrete, stainless
steel, wood, or being an intermediate force transferring
pipe such as Figures 8a and 8b was lifted by a crane,
dropped downwardly into the interior of the walled pipe
26, until the pipe end reached the bottom. Figure 8a il-
lustrates the intermediate force transferring pipe press-
ing the fibre soft materials together with the fibre material
was denoted by the reference numeral 12-1a, a body of
the force transferring pipe was denoted as 12-2a, a bot-
tom of the force transferring pipe with the reference nu-
meral 12-3a and a link panel 12-4a linking the fibre ma-
terial 12-1a with the bottom of the force transferring pipe
12-3a. Figure 8b illustrates the intermediate force trans-
ferring pipe pressing the particulate loose materials with
the particulate loose materials was denoted as 12-1b, a
body of the force transferring pipe was denoted as 12-2b
and a bottom of the force transferring pipe was denoted
as 12-3b.
[0047] The hydraulic oil from the hydraulic source 1
was transferred via tuyeres 2 and 3 to a distribution unit
32. From the distribution unit 32 the hydraulic oil was
distributed via tuyeres 5 and 6 to be transferred to a split-
ter 8.
[0048] From the distribution unit 32, the oil was trans-
ferred to a cylinder 35 by means of tuyere 34 causing
cylinder 35 carrying the pressing stand 24 to move along
rail 31 (fixedly mounted on the clamping frame 29) by
means of wheel 22, carrying the pressing stand 24 to the
position of the walled pipe 26.
[0049] From the distribution unit 32, the hydraulic oil
was supplied to cylinder 4 via tuyere 33 causing cylinder
4 carrying the sliding frame of the pressing stand 13 to

rotate about the base of the pressing stand 24, until
reaching the pile pressing angle 12 as designed.
[0050] From splitter 8, the hydraulic oil was distributed
via tuyere 10 to the tuyere flange 14. Then the oil was
continuously supplied to the clamping cylinder 17 fixed
on the force-resistant flange 15. Cylinder 17 moved up-
wards and downwards carrying the holding clamp 18 in
order to tightly clamp (or to loosen) pile 12.
[0051] From splitter 8, the hydraulic oil was supplied
to cylinder 7 by means of tuyere 9 causing the cylinder
7 to move upwards and downwards. Cylinder 7 carrying
a sliding clamp 30 moved upwards and downwards along
a sliding arm 11 fixedly mounted on the sliding frame 13.
The sliding clamp 30 carrying a connecting arm 25, a
reinforcing unit 23, a supporting flange 20, a supporting
frame 19, a holding clamp 18, a clamping cylinder 17, a
force-resistant frame 16, a force-resistant flange 15, a
tuyere flange 14 moved together upwards and down-
wards, causing the pile 12 to move downwardly (when
being pressed), or upwardly (when being drawn) in ac-
cordance with a specific direction, specific co-ordinates
to the designed depth or pressing/drawing force.
[0052] From the distribution unit 32, the hydraulic oil
was supplied to the clamping cylinder 27 causing the
clamping cylinder 27 to move outwardly (to tightly clamp)
or inwardly (to loosen) the walled pipe 26.
[0053] According to the drawings from Figure 3a to Fig-
ure 3c, the piling apparatus pile assembly according to
another embodiment of the invention comprises the
walled pipe 26 having two open ends (such as the walled
pipe denoted as 26-1a of Figure 6a), or with one open
end (such as the walled pipe denoted as 26-1b with a
sealing bottom 26-2b of Figure 6b), the walled pipe 26,
having a circular cross-section or other shape, a regular
or changed cross-section along its length, has been in-
serted into the earth by the apparatus according to the
invention, by means of the method using driving hammer,
vibrating hammer, pressing or a combination of rotating
and pressing. The walled pipes can be arranged with the
centers of the walled pipes on a straight line or a curve,
the central axes of the walled pipes are parallel or angled
to each other, as illustrated on Figure 7a, Figure 7b, Fig-
ure 7c, Figure 7d). On Figure 7a, the pile (which shall be
described in more details below) was denoted as 7-1a,
the walled pipe was denoted by the reference numeral
7-2a. On Figure 7b the pile (which shall be described in
more details below) denoted as 7-1b, the walled pipe was
denoted by the reference numeral 7-2b. On Figure 7c
the pile (that will be described in more details bellow) was
denoted as 7-1c, the walled pipe was denoted by the
reference numeral 7-2c. On Figure 7d the pile (that will
be described in more details below) was denoted as 7-1d,
the walled pipe was denoted by the reference numeral
7-2d.
[0054] The interior of the walled pipe 62 was emptied,
by using the walled pipe with one open end, or in the
case of the walled pipe with two open ends, by using of
the apparatus such as driller, pump, digging bucket to
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remove the dirt from inside the walled pipe 26.
[0055] The pile 47 is precast by concrete, stainless
steel, wood, or being an intermediate force transferring
pipe such as illustrated on Figure 8a and Figure 8b, was
lifted by a crane, dropped downwardly into the interior of
the walled pipe 62, until the pipe end reached the bottom.
Figure 8a illustrates the intermediate force transferring
pipe for pressing the fibre soft materials together with the
fibre material as denoted by the reference numeral 12-1a,
a body of the force transferring pipe denoted as 12-2a,
a bottom of the force transferring pipe as denoted by the
reference numeral 12-3a and a link panel 12-4a for linking
the fibre material 12-1a with the bottom of the force trans-
ferring pipe 12-3a. Figure 8b illustrates the intermediate
force transferring pipe for pressing the particulate loose
materials with the particulate loose materials denoted as
12-1b, the body of the force transferring pipe denoted as
12-2b and the bottom of the force transferring pipe de-
noted as 12-3b.
[0056] The hydraulic oil from the hydraulic source 36
was transferred via tuyere pipes 37 and 38 to the distri-
bution unit 68. From this distribution unit 68 the hydraulic
oil was distributed via the tuyere pipes 40 and 41 to be
transferred to splitter 43.
[0057] From distribution unit 68, the oil was transferred
to cylinder 71 by means of the tuyere pipe 70 causing
cylinder 71 carrying the pressing stand 60 to move along
rail 67 (fixedly mounted on clamping frame 65) by means
of wheel 57, carrying the pressing stand 60 to the position
of the walled pipe.
[0058] From the distribution unit 68, the hydraulic oil
was supplied to cylinder 39 via tuyere pipe 69 causing
cylinder 39 carrying the sliding frame of the pressing
stand 48 to rotate about the base of the pressing stand
60, until reaching the pile pressing angle 47 as designed.
[0059] From splitter 43, the hydraulic oil was distributed
via the tuyere pipe 45 to a tuyere flange 49. Then the oil
was continuously supplied to the clamping cylinder 52
fixed on the force-resistant flange 50. Cylinder 52 moved
upwards and downwards carrying the holding clamp 53
to tightly clamp (or to loosen) the pile 47.
[0060] From splitter 43, the hydraulic oil was supplied
to cylinder 42 by means of tuyère 44 causing cylinder 42
to move upwards and downwards. Cylinder 42 carrying
the sliding clamp 66 moved upwards and downwards
along the sliding arm 46 fixedly mounted on the sliding
frame 48. The sliding clamp 66 carrying the connecting
arm 61, the reinforcing unit 58, the supporting flange 55,
the supporting frame 54, the holding clamp 53, the clamp-
ing cylinder 52, the force-resistant frame 51, the force-
resistant flange 50, the tuyere flange 49 moved together
upwards and downwards, causing the pile 46 to move
downwardly (when being pressed), or upwardly (when
being drawn) in accordance with a specific direction, spe-
cific co-ordinates to the designed depth or pressing/draw-
ing force.
[0061] Gear box 59 was fixedly mounted on the sup-
porting flange 55, therefore when moving upwards and

downwards cylinder 42 shall carry gear box 59 to move
in accordance with a specific direction and co-ordinate.
[0062] From splitter 43, the oil was transferred via the
tuyere pipe 56 to gear box 59 causing the gear box to
rotate (about one specific axis) and to tightly clamp (or
to loosen) the walled pipe 62 as follows (according to
Figure 5):

- Cylinder 59-5 moved upwards and downwards car-
rying a bearing pressing frame 59-6, a pressing bear-
ing 59-10, a bearing supporting frame 59-7, a press-
ing wedge 59-8 to move upwards and downwards,
accordingly. The pressing wedge 59-8 moved up-
wardly (to loosen) or downwardly (to tightly clamp)
causing a clamping wedge 59-9 to move in accord-
ance with the clamping direction in order to loosen
or to tightly clamp over the walled pipe 62. When the
clamping wedge was clamping over the walled pipe
62, if the gear box moved upwards and downwards
in accordance with one specific direction, then the
walled pipe 62 shall also be moving upwards and
downwards accordingly.

- The hydraulic engine 59-1 was fixed on the gear box
cover 59-3. A gear 59-11 was carried by a bearing
59-12 fixedly placed in the gear box body 59-4 and
prevented from moving in the vertical direction by
means of a bearing block cap 59-2 fixedly mounted
on the gear box cover 59-3. The hydraulic engine
rotated causing 59-11 to rotate accordingly. The gear
59-11 fixedly mounted on the rotating axis 59-14
therefore when the gear 59-11 rotated, it made the
rotating axis 59-14 to rotate accordingly. A transfer-
ring axis 59-13 was fixed with the rotating axis 59-14,
therefore the transferring axis shall rotate following
the rotation of the rotating axis 59-14. The transfer-
ring axis 59-13 rotated making the bearing holder
59-7, the pressing wedge 59-8 and the clamping
wedge 59-9 to rotate accordingly. If the clamping
wedge 59-9 was tightly clamping over the walled pipe
62 then the clamping wedge’ s rotation shall make
the walled pipe 62 to rotate accordingly.

[0063] The installation process according to the inven-
tion is performed in the following manner:

The installation process for pile assembly according
to the invention comprises the steps of:

Selecting the number of the walled pipes, the
type of the with two open ends or with one open
end according to Figure 6a or Figure 6b, having
a regular or changed cross-section, selecting
the method for insertion of the walled pipe by
means of independent devices such as vibrating
hammer, driving hammer, pressing machine for
the walled pipe or by using the apparatus ac-
cording to Figure 3a to insert the walled pipe into
the earth;
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Selecting the material to be pressed into the
earth which can be hard materials such as pre-
cast concrete piles, stainless steel piles, wood-
en piles or soft materials according to Figure 8a,
Figure 8b, wherein the materials pressed may
be different from the walled pipes, and the
number of the materials pressed into the earth
may be different from the number of the walled
pipes, some walled pipes may not have any ma-
terials pressed in and some walled pipes may
have more than one material pressed in, de-
pending on the construction requirements;
Selecting the arrangement of the piles in vertical
direction or slanting direction, the arrangement
of the centers of the walled pipes on a straight
line or a curve according to Figure 7;
Selecting the type of material to be filled in the
gap between the walled pipe and the materials
are pressed into the earth;
Inserting the walled pipes into the earth, linking
the walled pipes to the clamping frame of the
apparatus according to Figure 2 or Figure 3. In
the case of the walled pipe with two open ends
according to Figure 6, removing the dirt from the
walled pipe, by means of independent devices
such as driller, scrapping bucket, pump or use
of the apparatus itself as illustrated on Figure 3,
if the apparatus on Figure 3 was used for rotat-
ing, pressing and inserting the walled pipe;
Linking the walled pipes to the clamping frame
1 of the pressing machine according to Figure
1 or Figure 5 by nuts 61;
Inserting the selected materials into the interior
of the walled pipe, until reaching the bottom;
Clamping the holding clamps 53 according to
Figure 1 or Figure 5 over the material body using
hydraulic cylinders or pressing a pre-determined
force on the top of the material, using the hy-
draulic cylinders 7 according to Figure 1 or Fig-
ure 5, until the cylinder has finished its itinerary;
Adding the material units until achieving a de-
sired depth or pressing force;
Filling the gap between the pressed material and
the walled pipe, if any, by any flexible materials
such as mortar, concrete, or sand, wherein the
filling can be carried out before or after the press-
ing of the material.

Claims

1. A piling apparatus for pile assembly, comprising at
least one walled pipe, a clamping frame having a
clamping mechanism to link to the walled pipe which
has been inserted into the ground, a pressing stand
linked to the clamping frame, pressing cylinders hav-
ing one end linked to the base of the pressing stand,
another end linked to a holding clamp, wherein the

holding clamp is used for clamping the material, so
as to force at least one material to travel throughout
the interior of the walled pipe by using the friction
between the walled pipe which has been inserted
into the ground with the ground served as a coun-
terpoise, wherein components of the apparatus are
constructed to press a pressing force against the ma-
terial, formed by pressing cylinders applied to the
materials by means of the holding clamp, and a re-
active force transferred via the pressing stand, the
clamping mechanism, the clamping frame to the
walled pipe and balanced by the friction between the
walled pipe and the ground.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
walled pipe has been inserted into the ground by
pressing or driving.

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
walled pipe has been inserted into the ground by
vibrating in combination with pressing.

4. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
walled pipe has been inserted into the ground by
rotating in combination with pressing.

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
walled pipe has two open ends.

6. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
walled pipe has one closed end.

7. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
walled pipe has a cross-section unchanged along its
length.

8. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
walled pipe has a cross-section changed along its
length.

9. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
pressing stand is fixed, perpendicular to the clamp-
ing frame.

10. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
pressing stand is slidable on the clamping frame by
means of pushing mechanisms so as to insert a plu-
rality of walled pipes upon one position of the clamp-
ing frame.

11. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the hy-
draulic cylinders are capable of adjusting the angle
of the pressing stand, thereby pressing the materials
in a desired direction.

12. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
holding clamp clamps over the body of the material
by means of a wedging mechanism driven by the
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hydraulic cylinders.

13. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the
holding clamp clamps over an intermediate force
transferring pipe so as to transfer the materials in
the soft form such as plastics, fabrics or loose ma-
terials such as sand, macadam, stone into the
ground.

14. A piling apparatus for pile assembly comprising at
least one walled pipe, a clamping frame having a
clamping mechanism to link to the walled pipe which
has been inserted into the ground, a pressing stand
linked to the clamping frame, pressing cylinders hav-
ing one end linked to the base of pressing stand,
another end linked to a rotating end clamping over
the walled pipe and a holding clamp, wherein the
rotating end clamping over the walled pipe has a
wedging mechanism rotated by means of a hydraulic
engine and a gear mechanism so as to produce a
torque, tightly clamping over the walled pipe with a
hydraulic cylinder, with the holding clamp tightly
clamping over the material, so as to force at least
one material to travel throughout the interior of the
walled pipe by using the friction between the walled
pipe which has been inserted into the ground with
the ground served as a counterpoise, wherein com-
ponents of the apparatus are constructed to press a
pressing force against the material, formed by press-
ing cylinders, which can be transferred to material
by means of the holding clamp, and a reactive force
transferred via the pressing stand, the clamping
mechanism, the clamping frame to the walled pipe
and balanced by the friction between the walled pipe
and the ground.

15. An installation process for pile assembly comprising
the steps of:

inserting at least one walled pipe into the ground,
linking the walled pipes with a clamping frame
of the walled pipe in a manner that a material
pressing force is transferred via the components
of the apparatus to the walled pipe and balanced
by the friction between the walled pipe and the
ground,
inserting the materials into the interior of the
walled pipe,
pressing the materials to desired depth or cal-
culated force,
filling up the gap between the materials and the
walled pipe with loose materials.

Patentansprüche

1. Pfahltreibvorrichtung für eine Pfahlanordnung, um-
fassend mindestens ein umwandetes Rohr, einen

Spannrahmen mit einem Spannmechanismus zur
Verbindung mit dem in den Boden versenkten um-
wandeten Rohr, eine mit dem Spannrahmen verbun-
dene Pressbühne, Presszylinder mit einem mit der
Basis der Pressbühne verbundenen Ende und ei-
nem mit einer Halteklammer verbundenen anderen
Ende, wobei die Halteklammer zum Einspannen des
Materials dient, derart, dass mindestens ein Material
mittels der Reibung zwischen dem in den Boden ver-
senkten umwandeten Rohr und dem als Gegenkraft
dienenden Boden durch das Innere des umwande-
ten Rohrs treibbar ist, wobei Bestandteile der Vor-
richtung zum Pressen einer durch mittels der Halte-
klammer an die Materialien angelegte Presszylinder
erzeugten Presskraft gegen das Material ausgebil-
det sind, und wobei eine Reaktionskraft über die
Pressbühne, den Spannmechanismus und den
Spannrahmen auf das umwandete Rohr übertragbar
und durch die Reibung zwischen dem umwandeten
Rohr und dem Boden ausgleichbar ist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umwande-
te Rohr durch Pressen oder Treiben in den Boden
versenkt ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umwande-
te Rohr durch Vibrationen in Verbindung mit Pressen
in den Boden versenkt ist.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umwande-
te Rohr durch Drehen in Kombination mit Pressen
in den Boden versenkt ist.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umwande-
te Rohr zwei offene Enden aufweist.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umwande-
te Rohr ein geschlossenes Ende aufweist.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umwande-
te Rohr einen über seine Länge unveränderten
Querschnitt aufweist.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umwande-
te Rohr einen über seine Länge veränderten Quer-
schnitt aufweist.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Pressbühne
rechtwinklig zu dem Spannrahmen befestigt ist.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Pressbühne
zum Versenken einer Vielzahl von umwandeten
Rohren bei gleichbleibender Position des Spannrah-
mens über einen Schiebemechanismus an dem
Spannrahmen verschiebbar ist.

11. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die hydrauli-
schen Zylinder zum Anpassen des Winkels der
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Pressbühne ausgebildet sind, so dass die Materia-
lien in eine gewünschte Richtung pressbar sind.

12. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Halteklam-
mer mittels eines von den hydraulischen Zylindern
angetriebenen Keilmechanismus um den Körper
des Materials spannbar ist.

13. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Halteklam-
mer zur Überführung der Materialien in weicher
Form, wie z. B. Plastik, Gewebe oder Schüttgüter
wie Sand, Schotter und Gestein, in den Boden um
ein zwischenliegendes Kraftübertragungsrohr
spannbar ist.

14. Pfahltreibvorrichtung für eine Pfahlanordnung, um-
fassend mindestens ein umwandetes Rohr, einen
Spannrahmen mit einem Spannmechanismus zur
Verbindung mit dem in den Boden versenkten um-
wandeten Rohr, eine mit dem Spannrahmen verbun-
dene Pressbühne, Presszylinder mit einem mit der
Basis der Pressbühne verbundenen Ende und ei-
nem mit einem um das umwandete Rohr gespannten
Drehende und einer Halteklammer verbundenen an-
deren Ende, wobei das um das umwandete Rohr
gespannte Drehende einen zur Erzeugung eines
Drehmoments mittels eines hydraulischen Motors
und eines Getriebes drehbaren Keilmechanismus
aufweist, welcher mit einem hydraulischen Zylinder
fest um das umwandete Rohr gespannt ist, wobei
die Halteklammer fest um das Material gespannt ist,
derart, dass mindestens ein Material mittels der Rei-
bung zwischen dem in den Boden versenkten um-
wandeten Rohr und dem als Gegenkraft dienenden
Boden durch das Innere des umwandeten Rohrs
treibbar ist, wobei Bestandteile der Vorrichtung zum
Pressen einer durch Presszylinder erzeugten, mit-
tels der Halteklammer auf das Material übertragba-
ren Presskraft gegen das Material ausgebildet sind,
und wobei eine Reaktionskraft über die Pressbühne,
den Spannmechanismus und den Spannrahmen auf
das umwandete Rohr übertragbar und durch die Rei-
bung zwischen dem umwandeten Rohr und dem Bo-
den ausgleichbar ist.

15. Installationsverfahren für eine Pfahlanordnung, wel-
ches folgende Schritte umfasst:

Versenken mindestens eines umwandeten
Rohrs in den Boden, Verbinden der umwande-
ten Rohre mit einem Spannrahmen des umwan-
deten Rohrs, derart, dass eine Materialpress-
kraft über die Komponenten der Vorrichtung auf
das umwandete Rohr übertragen und durch die
Reibung zwischen dem umwandeten Rohr und
dem Boden ausgeglichen wird,
Einbringen der Materialien in das Innere des um-
wandeten Rohrs,

Pressen der Materialien in eine gewünschte Tie-
fe oder mit einer berechneten Kraft,
Füllen der Lücke zwischen den Materialien und
dem umwandeten Rohr mit Schüttgütern.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’enfoncement de pieu pour un ensemble
pieu, comprenant au moins un tuyau à paroi, un ca-
dre de serrage ayant un mécanisme de serrage pour
la liaison avec le tuyau à paroi qui a été inséré dans
le sol, une plateforme de pression reliée avec le ca-
dre de serrage, des cylindres de pression ayant une
extrémité reliée avec la base de la plateforme de
pression, une autre extrémité reliée avec un élément
de serrage de maintien, dans lequel l’élément de ser-
rage de maintien est utiliser pour serrer le matériau
de façon à forcer au moins un matériau à se déplacer
tout le long de l’intérieur du tuyau à paroi en utilisant
le frottement entre le tuyau à paroi qui a été inséré
dans le sol et le sol servant de contrepoids, dans
lequel des composants de l’appareil sont construits
pour presser une force de pression contre le maté-
riau, formée par des cylindres de pression appliqués
aux matériaux à l’aide de l’élément de serrage de
maintien, et une force réactive étant transférée par
l’intermédiaire de la plateforme de pression, du mé-
canisme de serrage et du cadre de serrage au tuyau
à paroi et équilibrée par le frottement entre le tuyau
à paroi et le sol.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
tuyau à paroi a été inséré dans le sol par pression
ou par enfoncement.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
tuyau à paroi a été inséré dans le sol par vibration
en combinaison avec la pression.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
tuyau à paroi a été inséré dans le sol par rotation en
combinaison avec la pression.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
tuyau à paroi a deux extrémités ouvertes.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
tuyau à paroi a une extrémité fermée.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la sec-
tion transversale du tuyau à paroi ne varie pas le
long de sa longueur.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la sec-
tion transversale du tuyau à paroi varie le long de sa
longueur.
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9. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la pla-
teforme de pression est fixée perpendiculairement
au cadre de serrage.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la pla-
teforme de pression coulisse sur le cadre de serrage
à l’aide des mécanismes pousseurs de façon à in-
sérer une pluralité de tuyaux à parois lors d’une po-
sition du cadre de serrage.

11. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
cylindres hydrauliques sont capables d’ajuster l’an-
gle de la plateforme de pression, pressant ainsi les
matériaux dans une direction désirée.

12. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’élé-
ment de serrage de maintien serre sur le corps du
matériau à l’aide d’un mécanisme de calage entraîné
par les cylindres hydrauliques.

13. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’élé-
ment de serrage de maintien serre sur un tuyau de
transfert de force intermédiaire afin de transférer les
matériaux sous la forme douce, tels que des matiè-
res plastiques, textiles ou des matériaux en vrac tels
que le sable, le macadam ou la pierre, dans le sol.

14. Appareil d’enfoncement de pieu pour un ensemble
pieu, comprenant au moins un tuyau à paroi, un ca-
dre de serrage ayant un mécanisme de serrage pour
la liaison avec le tuyau à paroi qui a été inséré dans
le sol, une plateforme de pression reliée avec le ca-
dre de serrage, des cylindres de pression ayant une
extrémité reliée avec la base de la plateforme de
pression, une autre extrémité reliée avec une extré-
mité rotative serrant sur le tuyau à paroi et avec un
élément de serrage de maintien, dans lequel l’extré-
mité rotative serrant sur le tuyau de paroi a un mé-
canisme de calage tourné à laide d’un moteur hy-
draulique et un engrenage afin de produire un cou-
ple, serrant fermement sur le tuyau à paroi à l’aide
d’un cylindre hydraulique, l’élément de serrage de
maintien serrant fermement sur le matériau de façon
à forcer au moins un matériau à se déplacer tout le
long de l’intérieur du tuyau à paroi en utilisant le frot-
tement entre le tuyau à paroi qui a été inséré dans
le sol et le sol servant de contrepoids, dans lequel
des composants de l’appareil sont construits pour
appliquer une force de pression contre le matériau,
formée par des cylindres de pression, qui peut être
transférée au matériau à l’aide de l’élément de ser-
rage de maintien, et une force réactive étant trans-
férée par l’intermédiaire de la plateforme de pres-
sion, du mécanisme de serrage et du cadre de ser-
rage au tuyau à paroi et équilibrée par le frottement
entre le tuyau à paroi et le sol.

15. Procédé d’installation pour un ensemble pieu, com-

prenant les étapes de:

insérer au moins un tuyau à paroi dans le sol,
relier les tuyaux à paroi avec un cadre de ser-
rage du tuyau à paroi de telle manière qu’une
force de pression de matériau est transféré par
l’intermédiaire des composants de l’appareil au
tuyau à paroi et
équilibrée par le frottement entre le tuyau à paroi
et le sol,
insérer les matériaux dans l’intérieur du tuyau à
paroi,
presser les matériaux jusqu’à une profondeur
désirée ou avec une force calculée,
remplir l’espace entre les matériaux et le tuyau
à paroi des matériaux en vrac.
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